From: Franco Porcelli [mailto:franco.porcelli@esteri.it]
Sent: Sunday, January 27, 2013 10:30 AM
To: Maged Al-Sherbiny
Subject: From SESAME Secretariat: Invitation to Middle East Young Scientists to participate in the London International Youth Science Forum 2013

Dear Maged,

I have received the message below from Ms. Clarissa Formosa-Gauci of the SESAME Secretariat. The organizers of the London International Youth Science Forum 2013 are keen on attracting students from the Middle East. Some financial support will be available. Additional information is in the attached file and in the web links provided below.

Please help us to ensure maximum diffusion to this announcement.

Best regards,

Franco

--- Original Message ---
From: Formosa-gauci, C.
To: Came, Robert; Came, Robert; Tadjeddine, Abderrahmane; Ambassador d' Allemagne; Meyer, Nadia; Alexandriopoulos, N; Alexandriopoulos, N; Sterghou, Olga; Porcelli, Franco; Yvan, Alesandro; Nelson, John; Qiao, Xinghua; Libazzar, Abdelhamid H.; Ghabazler, Adel M.; Ghabazar, Adel M.; Ghabazar, Adel M.; Delegation of Portugal/Delegation de Portugal; Kedvesvny, Vladimir; Eknel, Tord; Larsen, Sine; Moor, Bruno; Harajian, Samar; Killian, David; Co; Yvan, Wagner, Jakob; Nelson, Kuwaiti; Al Falah, Nof; Sprot, Turner; Tuyan, Ron; - state.gov; Belyi, Mathias; Kathe, Hussen; Zaid, Sayed; Zahr, Wulich; Albin; Hoogani, Hatexz R.; Hoogani, Unfexz R.; Khalil, Mohammed; Yasser
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 12:15 AM
Subject: Trans Info LIYSF 2013

Dear All,

Attached herewith is a circular letter from Professor Richard Myhill, Conference Director of the London International Youth Science Forum (LIYSF) 2013 which will be taking place from 24th July to 7th August 2013.

The organizers of the Forum are keen on attracting the Forum more young scientists from the Middle East, and the President of the SESAME Council has suggested that the letter be sent to you for information and circulation to those young scientists you know who are likely to be interested in taking part in it. A flyer on the Forum is available at http://www.liysf.org.uk/Assets/Liysf-A4-web-flyer-2013.pdf

A summary video may be accessed from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5_RIkSVuuckle=player_embedded

The website address of LIYSF is http://www.liysf.org.uk/

With kind regards,

Clarissa Formosa-Gauci

---

http://us-mg4.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?rand=1qlm5b2qsz85or 18/03/1434
Dear Sir/Madam,

London International Youth Science Forum 2013

I would like to take this opportunity to invite you to send students to the London International Youth Science Forum ("LIYSF"), which will be taking place 24th July to 7th August 2013.

At a time when the sciences are of the utmost importance to all the nations around the world, the UK Deputy Prime Minister is endorsing the Forum to stimulate the attendance of young scientists the world over to come together to learn, exchange views, opinions and share knowledge at this exciting and dynamic event.

LIYSF 2013 will explore the future developments in the sciences with leading scientists, dignitaries and industry pioneers give lectures throughout the event. Key elements of our programme include opportunities to visit industrial sites, research centres, scientific institutions and organisations, including world class research institutions and laboratories.

The forum will cover all areas of science, but the theme this year will be based on "Crossing Science Boundaries" - considering how solving the scientific challenges ahead of us seem increasingly to demand an inter-disciplinary approach. The key note speech will be given by Professor Christofer Toumazou - Director and Chief Scientist, Research Director Bionics, Imperial College London and the closing lecture will be given by Professor Lord Winston - Professor of Science and Society and Emeritus Professor of Fertility Studies, Imperial College London.

The two week residential forum attracts over 350 of the world's leading young scientists, aged 17-21 years old, from more than 50 participating countries. Students attend as international prize winners, including TOP winners from European Union Contest for Young Scientists, INTEL ISEF, FAST Italy, National Youth Science Forum Australia, INTEL India, Beijing NGO, British Council Famelab Egypt, Malta Student Science Forum and Ministry of Education Singapore to name a few. I would like to welcome your students to represent their country.

The majority of participants are supported to attend the forum as prize winners of national and international science competitions. Many also receive scholarships from educational bodies, schools and colleges, grants from industry and scientific institutions and funding from charitable foundations. The participation fee for the 14 day programme, covers all accommodation, meals, full programme costs, scientific visits and free travel to programmed events in central London.

Please see our website for further information: www.liysf.org.uk

I look forward to hearing from you,

Yours faithfully,

Richard Myhill

LIYSF is an educational forum owned and operated by Educational Cultural Exchanges (International) Ltd, Royal Parade Mews, Chislehurst, Kent BR7 6TN, United Kingdom. Registered No. England 2694595 Vat Registration No. 586689854